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Abstract
As human-centered interactive technologies, serious games are getting popularity in a variety of fields such
as training simulations, health, national defense, and education. To build the best learning experience
when designing a serious game, a system requires the integration of accurate spatio-temporal information.
Also, there is an increasing need for intelligent medical technologies, which enable patients to live
independently at home. This paper introduces a novel e-Health framework that leverages GIS-based
serious games for people with disabilities. This framework consists of a spatio-temporal map-browsing
environment augmented with our newly introduced multi-sensory natural user interface. We propose
a comprehensive architecture that includes a sensory data manager, a storage layer, an information
processing and computational intelligence layer, and a user interface layer. Detailed mathematical modeling as well as mapping methodology to convert different therapy-based hand-gestures into navigational
movements within the serious game environment are also presented. Moreover, an Intelligent Game
Recommender has been developed for generating optimized navigational routes based on therapeutic
gestures. Those routes are tailored to the patient preferences and capabilities. Motion data is stored in a
repository throughout the different sessions for offline replaying and advanced analysis; and different
indicators are displayed in a live manner. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first GIS-based game
recommender framework for online physical therapy. The prototype has been deployed to a disability
center. The obtained results and feedback from therapists and patients are encouraging.
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Introduction

Research has shown that proper therapies for disabilities that might affect human body such as Hemiplegia1 can
help affected patients to quickly return to normal life [9]. Traditionally, an expert attaches a goniometer to the
patient’s body to measure the angle of motion for a given joint. However, this method is time consuming and
requires supervision of experienced therapists. The lack of trained professionals with respect to the growing
number of patients has prompted the development of automated home-based e-health systems for physical
1
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rehabilitation [8]. Previous studies suggest gathering kinematic therapy data and generating post-therapy analytics
reports help the therapist and caregiver track the condition of the affected areas of the patient [11]. Although
therapist-assisted hand rehabilitation is commonplace, home-based therapy is gaining popularity these days
because it is flexible, relaxing and easier to repeat alone or with the presence of a caregiver.
To help in home-based hand-therapy, various computing platform such as Microsoft Kinect [2], Microsoft
Digits, and Leap motion, to name a few, have recently emerged that help in identifying physiological and gait
parameters from a hand therapy session in real-time. Although Microsoft Kinect is a popular platform for full
body gesture recognition [5], the current version of Kinect cannot track subtle finger and forearm rotational and
angular movement such as pronation and supination of forearm, circumduction of thumb or fingers, to name a
few. Recently, a new 3D motion-based gesture control device has been introduced, called LEAP Motion. The
sensing range and very high resolution make it a suitable candidate among the state of the art monitoring devices
for an in-home hand-therapy [10].
To add to the physical rehabilitation, serious games are getting popularity in a variety of fields such as training
simulations, health, national defense, and education [1, 6]. Research has shown the effectiveness of such games
in improving the learning skills of subjects [7]. Particularly, serious games have become quite popular in recent
years for use in mental and physical rehabilitation. The games such as driving a car near some personalized points
of interest, or controlling a flying kite over one’s favorite city always sound motivating and exciting, especially,
for children [4]. However, little work has been done in GIS domain with the aim of developing serious games [3].
This paper presents a proactive serious game environment integrated within an e-health framework that offers
several advantages over state of the art systems for therapy design and monitoring. First of all, this framework
consists of a spatio-temporal map-browsing environment augmented with our newly introduced multi-sensory
Natural User Interface. The map navigation activity is performed using the Leap Motion controller, which is used
to detect 18 different primitive hand therapies [10]. Microsoft Kinect tracks movements of 20 major joints in
the body at 30 frames per second. This gives our proposed system the ability to record the motion of each joint
as well as its range of motion (ROM) multiple times per second. Secondly, the gestures produced by the users
are converted into game movements using an intelligent gesture mapping engine. The gestures are natural and
intuitive enough for the users to learn quickly and start using the immersive environment without a steep learning
curve. A Game Recommender engine reads joint-motion data and devises map browsing paths to visit geo-spatial
locations and perform different activities. Thirdly, a novel authoring interface has been developed for therapy
design. This authoring interface allows a therapist to define the joints of interest based on a human body anatomy
model. The system allows a user to save the therapy session in his/her own repository and share only with a
community of interest through a dedicated cloud environment. Finally a therapist, a patient or a caregiver can see
the live plots consisting of quality of improvement metrics by analyzing current or past therapy session data.
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Modeling Approach

This section presents a modeling approach to represent therapies in terms of joints and motions associated with
them as well as other dynamic parameters to help generate an appropriate GIS game for a given patient. This
modeling approach has been developed based on principles defined with the help of medical experts. In medical
literature, movements are expressed in terms of joints and primitive gestures. For example, the bending of the arm
that results in the finger tips touching the shoulder is called flexion of the elbow, since the act of flexion happens
around the elbow joint. The range of motion (ROM) of the elbow joint for flexion hence depicts the range of
angles traversed by the arm during the flexion movement. For a normal human being, the range is 0 degrees (fully
extended arm) to 140 degree (fully flexed arm). To model these movements, we have therefore associated each
movement with its related joint as well as the normal range of motion. However, a physically impaired person
lacks the ability to perform a movement from beginning to end like a healthy person. To enable the system to
detect these partial movements and to separate them from other non-related movements, a movement indicator is
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Figure 1: Explanation of the three leap planes
needed. We have included the direction of change in angle as an indicator to show the type of movement taking
place.
Therapy data model For the purpose of modeling, we consider a therapy as
T = hg1, g2, g3, . . . , gni
where T is the therapy devised by a therapist for a given disability, and g1, g2, g3, . . . , gn are the primitive
gestures required to accomplish that therapy. Also , let J be the set of joints of the human body being tracked.
J = h j1, j2, j3, . . . , jni
As examples of trackable joints, we consider:
j1 = left knee, j2 = right elbow, j3 = right shoulder.
Each joint in the human body has a number of motions associated with it. For instance, a wrist joint has
flexion, extension, radial deviation, and ulnar deviation motions. The set of all possible motions related to the
joints in the human body is represented by M. As a result, a primitive gesture g can be expressed as follows:
g = h j, m, nROM, di, p, du, n, ri
where j ∈ J is a joint; m ∈ M is a motion associated to j; nROM describes the normal range of motion for a given joint; di ∈ {clockwise, anti − clockwise} is the direction of movement; p ∈ { f rontal(xy −
plane), transverse(xz − plane), sagittal(yz − plane)} represents the plane of movement as explained in Figure
1; du is the gesture duration as suggested by the therapist; n is the number of repetitions of that gesture during
the therapy; and finally r depicts the potential resistance that is the weight carried by some parts of the body for
developing all of the muscles that control the patient’s hands.
From a gesture duration and the number of repetition as prescribed by the therapist, the system can then
compute the total therapy duration as follows:
T heraphyDuration = Σgesture0 s duration ∗ numbero f repetition
Sensor data Leap and Kinect are the cheapest sensor devices that are available to store data of 3D motions.
Using these sensors, there is no need to connect a part of the body with a wire, which makes it more convenient
in serious games. Sensor data is represented in our framework as follows.
S ensorData = {LeapData, KinectData}
KinectData = hUID, joints, τi
where joints is the set of joints ⊆ J; UID is the user identifier; and τ is the timestamp. Each joint is
represented by the following parameters:
j ∈ joints = hangle, name, x, y, xi providing the angle, joint name, and the current position in a local reference
for that joint. The leap motion controller provides us with a diversity of information about hands and pointables
involved in the serious game. Those parameters are highlighted as follows.
1
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LeapData = h f rameRate, hands, pointables, timestampi
where f rameRate is the current number of frames per second; hands and pointables represent the set of
hands and pointables detected by the leap, respectively; A hand data mainly contains the hand identifier, its
direction, and different values about the palm position and status: hand = hid, direction, palmin f oi. Whereas
pointable data includes its position and direction as follows: pointable = hid, direction, handid, positionin f oi.
User constraints Based on the user profile and therapist recommendations, the system extracts an initial
set of constraints for each patient so that the intelligent game recommender can take these constraints into
consideration. The set of constraints is represented as follows: C = hc1, c2, c3, . . . , cni, where ci includes the
following parameters:
ci = hCID, gestureID, UID, constraintT ypei
Where CID is the constraint identifier; gestureID is the gesture (i.e., a couple of joint,motion) to which that
constraint is associated; UID is the user identifier; and finally the constraint type is represented by one of the
three possible disabilities:
ConstraingT ype = hspeed, ROM, numbero f repetitioni; this means that a constraint is related either to the
speed in achieving some gesture, in the maximum range of motion (ROM) or in the number of repetitions for that
particular gesture. One gesture can also have different constraints at the same time. Those constraints are updated
by the system upon finishing each session.
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Mapping Physical Therapy to GIS-Based Serious Games

We have developed a number of natural map browsing gestures to make the browsing experience simple and
intuitive. Figure 2 shows a gesture mapping table, which outlines different gestures that have been implemented
such as wrist ulnar and radial deviation for moving right and left and wrist flexion and extension for zooming
in and out. We have taken these gestures from therapies suggested by therapists to patients suffering from
Hemiplegia and other motor disability problems. Each gesture is detected by a gesture specific algorithm that
parses the incoming sensory data stream and interprets hand position data to find the particular gesture. As shown
in Figure 2, we have designed both 2D and 3D map browsing gestures such that each primitive gesture can be
converted into a primitive therapy. As an example of moving around a 2D map, a user has to grab the map by
making a clenched fist gesture. Once the map has been grabbed, moving around requires the motion of the

Figure 3: System components (left), and corresponding user interfaces (right)
clenched fist towards right or left. To zoom into or out of the map, clenched fists of both the hands are used. A
different set of gestures have been designed in the case of 3D map browsing, which is shown in Figure 2.
Mapping hand gestures to GIS-based serious games requires advanced algorithms to translate different
gestures into 3D movements. Several algorithms have been developed for mapping hand gestures to navigate in
3D maps through the serious game environment. These algorithms take Leap data frames as input, and especially
works on the current and previous position to compute the differences in angles, duration, and spatial distance in
order to generate the next navigational movement.
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System Architecture

Our system has three types of users: (i) a patient; (ii) a therapist; and (iii) a caregiver. A brief description of
our framework’s life cycle is as follows. A therapist uses an authoring interface to define a specific therapy.
The interface displays a human body anatomy model, where each of the joints that are capable of being traced
is displayed as a hotspot on the body. When a user clicks on a joint, a list of movements related to that joint
is displayed with check boxes on the side. A therapist can associate a subset of body joints with a subset of
primitive or high-level actions and other track-able metrics. The therapist associates the exercise to a specific
therapy stored earlier in database and uploads data to the cloud storage. This exercise is then assigned to any
patient suffering from a related disability. When the patient starts a therapy session using the GIS game, the game
engine requests geo-spatial map data from the map server. The gestures performed by the user for playing the
game are detected by the sensors and sent to the game engine. A therapy-mapping module then translates these
gestures into appropriate movements in the game environment. While the user enjoys an immersive game playing
experience, the data captured by the sensors is stored in a predefined format for later playback, processing, and
mining.

Figure 4: Therapy-based route recommendation.

4.1

Framework Design

Our proposed system consists of a three-layered architecture, namely, the storage layer, the core information
processing and computational intelligence layer, and the user interface layer. Figure 4 shows the high level
framework architecture. The storage layer stores data coming from sensors for the purpose of analysis, but
also includes a knowledge base about therapy data and user profiles as well as data on navigational movements.
The core information processing and computational intelligence layer includes different components such as
the inverse kinematic and spatio-temporal analyser as well as the intelligent game recommender. This game
recommender interprets body gestures from sensor data streams and the knowledge base and generates therapybased navigational routes adapted to the user constraints. The user interface layer provides an authoring
environment for therapy design. The output part is made up of different windows showing the Leap and Kinect
screens as well as the quality of improvement metrics. An interactive graph generation screen is also part of
the output interface. Three types of users exist for the system, i.e., the patient, the therapist and the caregiver.
The therapist performs the job of designing and storing therapies in database. The recorded therapy sessions are
uploaded to the cloud for later use by the patient. The patient can then download these sessions and practice
similar therapy sessions. These sessions can then be uploaded for comparison and analysis. We have two types of
visualization interfaces. Firstly, the framework shows live physical world activity into a 3D environment, which
acts as a serious game environment. Secondly, we have developed an advanced analytical engine where live
plotting of different quality of performance metrics is shown.

4.2

Intelligent Game Recommender

This component takes feeds from the therapy and user profile databases. Therapy data stores knowledge of the
joints and motions that are included in a given therapy. The user profile as well as user constraints are also
extracted for adaptive route generation. Navigational data includes generated paths for a given patient for previous
levels so that knowledge and pattern mining can be performed afterwards. The intelligent game recommender
generates an adaptive path that includes all motions required to complete the therapy. This algorithm takes the
therapy gestures as well as the user constraints as input. The route recommender also takes into account the
source and destination requested by the patient to make the game more personalized. The output of this algorithm
is an adapted route based on a sequence of navigational movements.

(a) 3D path generated from the framework based
on four movements: Radial/Ulnar and Flexion/Extension

(b) Radial/Ulnar movement evolution over time

Figure 5: Live plots showing different movements’ ROM and trajectory followed by a subject
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Implementation and Experimental Results

Our designed framework consists of two major parts; 1) a front-end interface to assign therapies and see interactive
plots of the results, and 2) a back-end game engine to generate game tasks based on therapies and to collect
and save usage data. The game environment has been developed with the unity game engine and the MapNav
extension for building 3d maps. A screenshot of the implemented framework is illustrated in Figure 4.
After initial collaboration with 3 disability centers and hospitals that provide hand-therapy services to
diversified types of patients having different levels of Hemiplegia, we have collected data about different hand
therapy modules, the kinds of activities and actions performed during each therapy module, the types of data or
metric therapists want to keep an eye about, and the types of joints that are tracked. For instance, we implemented
an experiment consisting of a therapy of four movements (i.e., radial/ulnar and flexion/extension). The subject
starts with a flexed forearm and an open palm. A number of movements are performed, as the patient needs to
follow the recommended route. The system provides live feedback through hand and skeleton animations as well
as informing the user about the state of the respective joints and followed trajectory (Figure 5(b)and 5(a)).
Figure 5(b)-a shows a certain session in which hand horizontal movement is plotted. X axis shows the number
of frames while the Y axis shows the normalized range of motion. There are various other metrics that can also
be analyzed by the framework. Here we have explained only few important ones. Overall, the results are very
encouraging for the framework as therapists and patient were engaged and excited about the framework.
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Conclusion and Future Directions

The research presented in this paper introduces a proactive serious game recommender integrated within a therapy
modeling framework which facilitates a therapist to design a complex and high-level therapy by combining a
set of primitive therapies. Using our modeling approach, each therapy can be mapped to a set of body joints
and motions. We have also developed a comprehensive architecture where a multidimensional storage layer, an
information processing and computational intelligence layer, as well as different user interface components have
been developed. We have developed an intelligent game recommender within a map-browsing environment where
each game is represented by navigational movements generated for a particular therapy actions; and generates
metrics and live plot after each game-play. Our test results show that this framework has potential to explore for
more advanced serious games and detailed clinical data mining and analysis. We will be looking at the current
shortcomings and feedback from the therapists to make the framework robust and complete.
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